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						Mercure Manchester
Piccadilly Hotel

						
Panoramic views of Piccadilly Gardens, the Manchester skyline and a superb location in the very heart of the city unmatched by any other Manchester Hotels. Welcome to Mercure Manchester Piccadilly Hotel.
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																									Welcome

																								
												‘Welcome to Mercure Manchester. Me and my team look forward to welcoming you! Our hotel sits in the centre of vibrant Manchester city centre. Mercure Manchester offers meeting and events space capable of accommodating 800 guests, all within walking distance of Manchester Piccadilly Train Station.’ – Andrew Krawec, General Manager

												
																							
											

											
										
									
									
																		
										
											
											
											
																									City Visitor Charge

																								
												The Manchester Accommodation Business Improvement District (ABID) initiative is being introduced in Manchester City Centre and Salford this year. This means that a supplementary ‘City Visitor Charge’ will be required for all visitors who want to stay in Manchester City Centre and Salford. This mandatory charge is £1 + VAT per room per day.

All guest rooms will be required to pay a £1 plus VAT per room per night charge. This will be added to your hotel bill to be settled on check out as a vatable charge. More Info
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														Our Discover Package

														Enjoy a 2-night stay with breakfast and a 2-course meal at our hotel.

													

												

											

										
				    						
						    			
				    					
				    				

				    				
				    						    			
			    			
									    			
			    						    			
											    									    		
					    										
									
					    					
					    				
											
												
													
														Wellness Your Way

														The ultimate meeting and event rewards programme that puts your well-being first
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																Rooms

																Our Bedrooms are designed for guests who are looking for a comfortable base to relax and unwind
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																Conferences

																Standing proudly within the heart of Manchester, our 11 fully equipped meetings & events rooms suited to both large groups and intimate bookings. Work with our dedicated events team to create a tailor-made event
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																Weddings

																Explore our specially tailored wedding packages to help you plan your perfect day
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  Perfect location and great service
We just wanted a quick family getaway and had lots of other stuff planned in between. However, I have to just shout out Zak at reception who was brilliant. Swift check in, polite and a good chat and also went out of his way to get us an upgrade because it was possible for a special occasion. The suite was wonderful and spacious for the 3 of us and of course location is perfect here with a great view of the city.
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  Great service and friendly staff
As you enter the Mercure on the ground floor you are instantly greeted very warmly by staff. I needed a quiet room due to an early business meeting and the transition was very smooth, nothing was too much trouble. Great breakfast included and staff were wonderful on front of house and service too.
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  Great hotel for an overnight stay; good location
Booked here as it was a bit of a bargain for a night in Manchester. I asked for some extras in the room (wine and rose petals) which they couldn’t do but they gave us a complimentary upgrade to a suite instead! We were very happy. We got there early but managed an early check in for £10. 

The hotel is a little dated but it’s fine. Everything was clean and tidy. Our room was huge, a separate living room and bedroom. Bed was massive, really comfy. We really liked it. Great views of the city centre too. 

I notice people mentioned how cold the rooms are. Ours was fine but it was boiling outside so worth it. The only annoying thing was that the air con made a knocking noise about every half an hour throughout the night. It kept waking me up but my boyfriend slept through! I was paranoid it was the housekeepers in case we had slept in! 

All the staff we met were lovely, no complaints. I’d stay here again, it’s decent accommodation for a very reasonable price.
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  Excellent Customer Services
I went for afternoon coffee and snack with a couple of friends. The hotel bar is magnificent in terms of space, tranquillity and service. The pizza was delicious. My thanks to Steve the manager and his wonderful customer service team for making our time a very pleasant one. Lovely staff and lovely place.
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  Sam the special  man !!
Loved my stay at the mecure with my fiancée,the receptionist called Sam made it a incredible stay with his complementary upgrade and drinks vouchers.He was very friendly and well spoken and professional.
The room we had was a bit small but once I told Sam at reception he sorted it really quickly and professionally.I would recommend anyone to stay there and if you come across Sam you will be looked after.
Just want the management too know you have a incredible team which helped will our stay and especially the special man Sam.
Thank you 😊
  
 
  
  
 
 
   
 

The four-star Mercure Manchester Piccadilly Hotel is one of Manchester’s most central hotels, just a few minutes walk from the train station and overlooking Piccadilly Gardens in the city Centre. 280 comfortable hotel rooms with stunning city views, secure city Centre parking for 80 cars and the most impressive panoramic view from any Manchester restaurant make it a favourite with tourists and locals.

The famous International Suite accommodates up to 800 delegates for meetings and conferences and 650 wedding guests. It is a leading Manchester wedding reception venue and an ideal wedding hall in Manchester city Centre. Our nine other function rooms are suitable for smaller gatherings, private dining, events and Manchester’s most central meeting rooms.
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